
BEAUTY PICKS

Isolation Summer feature by  Elizabeth Rhodes

Summer beauty is typically focused on paring down products 
as a strategy to beat the heat and provide sun protection 
while giving your features definition and hydrating your skin. 
This year, things are a bit different due to the requirement of 
face masks and social distancing restrictions in many areas 
of the world, so we reached out to a group of makeup artists 
for their summer beauty picks, pandemic style. 

TIFFANY TREZZO
Milk Makeup KUSH Triple Brow Pen

Whether you’re working out or dancing in your living room to a Zoom 

DJ set, this vegan, water resistant triple-tipped felt liquid brow pen fills, 

feathers, and builds dimension for natural-looking brows. With a light 

hand, use short flicks to create individual hair-like brush strokes to build 

how dark and defined you want brows to be. Another plus from this 

product is that it nourishes your brows with plant-derived oils like sun-

flower and aloe to hydrate, keeping conditioned and healthy brows. Cre-

ate that precision look of microbladed brows without the pain!

tiffanytrezzomakeup.com

Instagram @miss_trezz

CYRUS DOUGLAS
Lush Mask Of Magnaminty Self-Preserving Face 
and Body Mask
Recharge your face and body from the dullness of quarantine and indoor 

air conditioning. Pore tightening, hydrating and a deep cleanse does the 

skin good, especially while we are all staying inside and socially distant. 

I love the skin smoothing qualities provided by the copious amounts of 

honey and aduki beans in this product. This mask will give you fifteen 

minutes of wellness for the mind, body and soul.

Instagram @cyrusmakeup
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ANGELINA SAMBROTTO
Urban Decay All Nighter Setting Spray

All Nighter Long-Lasting Makeup Setting Spray is one of my number one 

can’t-live-withouts during my daily makeup routine. It is sweat proof, 

smudge proof and mask proof! This product lengthens your makeup 

wear for 16 hours and also has a temperature control technology that 

will cool the surface temperature of your skin 4-10 degrees on average. 

Whether you’re just going to work or a night out on the town, this spray 

will keep your makeup looking fresh all day.

Instagram @angiealaska

JENNY SMITH
NARS Cosmetics Mini Orgasm Eyeshadow Palette

I picked NARS Mini Orgasm Eyeshadow Palette because it has the per-

fect summer variety of lights and brights to accentuate all of my dark 

smokey hued shadows and liners. “Danger Girl” shadow (matte coral) 

blends beautifully with deep smokey browns and blacks to create a 

reddish-brown hue. A nod of seduction to your deep, dark tones for the 

warmer months. Finish off with a shimmer from the palette pressed into 

your lash line or on your lid for a sequined effect! 

Instagram @jennyatwoodsmith 

ELIZABETH RHODES 
Melt Cosmetics Four Twenty Palette

Whenever I see a new eyeshadow palette released, I immediately won-

der “what’s the point?” because there are so many look-a-like palettes 

and it becomes tedious to imagine having more of the same, even if 

there are one or two colors in the palette that catch my eye. This pal-

ette is different because it features acid greens and nuclear yellow tones 

along with traditional neutrals but with more focus on earthy tones of 

red clay and stone. Whether you partake in 420 culture or not, this is a 

perfect summertime palette to play up your eyes while you’re wearing a 

mask to face the brave new world. From fair to the richest deep skin tones 

alike, this palette’s bright hues will push you out of your “comfort zone” 

of colors and add warmth and radiance to any neutral makeup look.  

lizr.net

Instagram @bmoviekitten
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